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DISCOVER THE 3 MOST IMPORTANT NON-VERBAL SIGNALS
THAT NEGATIVELY AFFECT FIRST IMPRESSIONS EVEN BEFORE
YOU GET THE CHANCE TO MEET OR SPEAK.

http://www.wired.com/2012/11/amy-cuddy-ﬁrst-impressions/

http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2014/02/140214111207.htm
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http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-science-luck/201302/the-science-ﬁrst-impressions

http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/the-science-luck/201302/the-science-ﬁrst-impressions

THE AMYGDALA
Not many parts of your brain receive information from all your senses, but this one does.
It does this, in part, to help us to be better socially. When your amygdala is damaged or
impaired, you tend to lose a healthy sense of “ﬂight or ﬁght.” This in turn can lead to some
pretty colossal social blunders; Animals with damaged amygdalas don’t fare very well in
the wild or in the lab.

THE POSTERIOR CINGULATE CORTEX
The PCC mostly rules over how you move around in space, including how you position
yourselves in relation to others. However, it also plays a key role in forming a ﬁrst
impression. This is because it’s where your internal monologue sits. If I were to somehow
remove your PCC or damage it beyond repair, you wouldn’t have much a sense of who you
are, what you wanted or what you were supposed to do.

http://www.psychologicalscience.org/index.php/publications/observer/2006/july-06/how-many-seconds-to-a-ﬁrst-impression.html
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http://www.bbc.com/news/science-environment-28512781

APPROACHABILITY
This trait was mostly tied to expressions. Do you have a smile on your face or a grimace?
The smile is, of course, inherently more approachable than a scowl.

ATTRACTIVENESS
Attractiveness has a subjective quality about it. However, one thing that the York
researchers found was that attractiveness and a youthful appearance were tightly linked to
one another.

DOMINANCE
Just as attractiveness was linked to youthful features, so was dominance tied to more
masculine ones. This is good news for men; It means that, on some level, you have a leg up
when it comes to making a ﬁrst impression.
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THE 3 MOST CRITICAL FIRST IMPRESSION KILLERS

#1: SCOWLING (The UNHAPPY FACE)
As we mentioned above, people are more attracted to people who look approachable. And
nothing says unapproachable like a scowl. There’s one easy thing any man can start doing
today to make himself more approachable to others: smile. But you have to have a good smile
or else you might as well be scowling.

SO HOW DO YOU GET THE KIND OF WINNING
SMILE THAT’S GOING TO CREATE A FIRST
IMPRESSION BEFORE YOU EVEN START
TALKING?
Stand in front of a mirror.
Try and recall something that made you laugh recently.
Start laughing. It’s OK if you have to fake it a little at ﬁrst.
Exaggerate the laugh as much as you can. Really embellish.
Now let that laugh dissipate a little. As it does, form an exaggerated smile.
Much like the laughter, the more you can exaggerate the better.
Slowly let this smile sink into something more natural.
Now think of something simple and positive, for example, a smiling baby’s face in the sun.
Make sure that you’re smiling with your whole face, including your eyes and your cheeks.
(Take a look at a picture of George Clooney smiling)
Practicing this once a day for ﬁve minutes can have seriously powerful results when it comes to
the ﬁrst impressions that you’re making.
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#2: SLOUCHING
Dominance and attractiveness are two things you have more control over than you might think.
The best way to start making those ﬁrst impression factors work for you is to stand up straight.
It’s simple and easy advice, but that doesn’t mean that a little bit of practice won’t make a huge
diﬀerence:

STAND IN FRONT OF A MIRROR. FULL-LENGTH
MIRRORS ARE BEST, BUT ANYTHING THAT SHOWS
YOU FROM THE WAIST UP WILL WORK.
Close your eyes.
Imagine a string pulling your head up.
At the same time, imagine that the entire Earth is a giant magnet pulling your feet
downward.
Allow your posture to stretch -- straighten your spine as your head pulls up and your feet
remain ﬁrmly on the ground.
Now adjust your head. You want your chin to be straight, basically perpendicular to your
neck, thought maybe 3-5 degrees more.
Open your eyes. Make adjustments as necessary so that you have strong, conﬁdent posture.
Trust us, you’ll know it when you see it.
When you have it, close your eyes again. Scan your body. Make a memory of what this feels
like.
When you have what looks like a killer natural smile, “scan” your face from head to toe.
Form a memory of what making that smile feels like.

Do this for ﬁve minutes when you’re done with your smile. The conﬁdence boost you get from a
winning smile is going to help you get the right posture. Put these two together and you’re ready
to go out and practice the third skill to help you start nailing your ﬁrst impressions.
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http://theartofcharm.com/blog/
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